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High speed rail: 
French show the way
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As sod cutting ceremonies go, the
official start of works in April this
year for the massive Dordogne

railway viaduct seemed strangely remote
from the actual start of works. The
structure itself is progressing out of the
ground at a rapid pace (see box), giving the
impression of having left the inauguration
event organisers somewhat behind. 
Nobody would confirm this, rather they

pointed out the viaduct is part of a project
programmed to advance “à toute vitesse” –
with all speed. The South Europe Atlantic
(SEA) Tours-Bordeaux high speed line,
running 302km between the two cities, will
have been barely six years in the making
when it opens in 2017. And that really is
fast. It seems that, when the French build a
railway, by golly, they do
not hang about.
SEA Tours-Bordeaux

extends the high speed
line that currently runs
from Paris to Tours
onwards to Bordeaux on
France’s Atlantic coast. At a cost of €78.8Bn
(£6.8Bn) it will reduce the travel time from
capital to major port by about an hour, to
just two hours and five minutes. It
represents (along with two other high
speed lines being built) the French
government’s continuing determination to
build sustainability into the national
transport network while boosting local
economic growth and freeing up space on

existing main lines. And the reason the
project is going so well, it is claimed, is that
it is being run as a PPP (Public Private
Partnership) and let as a 50 year
concession, largely involving French
construction giant Vinci.
“The fact that SEA Tours-Bordeaux is a

PPP makes a substantial difference,” says
Hervé Tricot, president of LISEA, the Vinci
led company that holds the concession.
(LISEA is also programme manager and
raised the private sector money.) Roughly
half of the £6.8Bn funding comes from
private sector loans with the rest from
other sources, including national, regional
and departmental government. “If it were
not a PPP we would have been hostage to
wholly public funding, which is always

difficult, and never
more so than in
recent times. Also a
PPP is much more
flexible than a
publicly funded
project in

mobilising and progressing.”
The contract price covers all civil

engineering and railway works up until
services begin to run in 2017. Train
operators will then pay LISEA a fee until
the concession ends in 2061 – the fee to
reimburse loans taken out, provide a
return on capital and maintain the rail
infrastructure. But will SEA Tours-Bordeaux
with its incredibly tight programme be

finished on time? “Of course it will. We
have an enormous incentive to finish by 30
July 2017. We know we can start earning on
that day,” says Mr Tricot.
Design and construction of SEA Tours-

Bordeaux has been let by LISEA to COSEA
joint venture which is led by Vinci
Construction and includes Vinci
subsidiaries Eurovia and Vinci Energies as
well as others. Beyond the 302km of high
speed line there are 38km of ‘connections’
to link Chatellerault, Poitiers and
Angouleme – the main high speed line
bypassing the towns rather than running
through them and their main line stations.
Altogether SEA Tours-Bordeaux passes
through 117 municipalities in six
departments and three regions. 
“The timetable is so tight we have had to

do many things concurrently,” says
chairman of COSEA Xavier Neuschwander.
The decision to proceed with SEA Tours-
Bordeaux was taken by government in
October 2005 with LISEA eventually
designated concession winner in July 2010.
Right away LISEA and COSEA (which was
to be awarded its construction contract in
June the following year) began work on
research and preparatory studies. The aim,
it was declared, ‘was to define the most
appropriate technical solutions and reduce
to a minimum the footprint required for
the project’s construction’. “Once our
contract was in place, we had 73 months
only to build the railway. In the early >

“The fact that SEA
Tours-Bordeaux is a
Public Private
Partnership makes a
substantial difference.”  
Hervé Tricot

Latest French high speed rail 
rapidly gains momentum

Europe’s largest rail project – the £6.8Bn high speed line between Tours and Bordeaux – provides an

object lesson in how to build a railway rapidly. Ty Byrd reports.

Rapid transit: An artist’s impression of an SNCF high speed train crossing the Dordogne river near Bordeaux – see page opposite for viaduct details
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Situated at the southern end of the SEA
Tours-Bordeaux high speed line, close to
Bordeaux, is the 1319m long Dordogne
viaduct, the new railway’s largest elevated
structure. It is a big beast built high enough
across the tidal river Dordogne to provide at
least 15m of clearance for vessels travelling
below. Despite the fact that work only
began in 2012 it will be finished by spring
2015, according to COSEA project manager
Stephane Carrer. “We’re progressing at a
good pace,” he says.

The basic structure is relatively simple.
The river crossing is 800m long with eight
river piers supporting nine prestressed
concrete box spans to be cast in situ 
using cantilever construction. Approach
viaducts on either side, of 342m length and
seven spans to the north, 117m length and
four spans to the south, are designed with
steel longitudinal beams supporting a
concrete deck. 

“A good deal of our time so far has been
spent on the river pier foundations,” Mr
Carrer says. “Our first task was building a
temporary structure out from either bank –
there’s a gap in the middle to provide
passage for boats – so that we could access
the foundation sites. There are eight of
these, with the foundations being created
within sheet steel cofferdams.”

Each river pier foundation has eight
concrete piles of 2m diameter, formed using
bentonite techniques within tubular steel
driven to a maximum of 41m. The piles
support a 4.5m deep pile cap, which in turn
supports the pier structure, a crosshead and
then the deck box. 

Interestingly, the pile caps are aligned not
at right angles to the deck but at angles to
suit the river flow. River bed geology is
‘Vasardes’ clay overlying silty sands, gravel
and ‘Marneuses’ clay.

Some 40 companies are involved in the
viaduct’s construction including Vinci
Construction Grand Projets, Campenon
Bernard, GTM, FUGRO and Freyssinet. A
total of 10 cranes will be employed on the
river crossing.

Progress builds on massive crossing of the Dordogne river

“We’re progressing at
a good pace. Our first
task was building a
temporary structure
out from either bank.”  
Stephane Carrer

The Dordogne viaduct construction site – with temporary bridge in place to access river pier foundations

River pier foundations are skewed on plan, especially aligned to suit river flow

A view of the temporary access structure, open in the middle to maintain passage for river vessels
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> months we were consulting with
neighbours, land clearing, undertaking
archaeological digs, carrying out geological
surveys, rerouting utilities and getting on
with detailed design and construction, all
at the same time,” Mr Neuschwander says. 
Mr Neuschwander also extols the virtues

of PPP – “they are undeniable,” he says.
PPP allows more economic and rapid

construction driven not least by the need
to get a return on investment. “It’s nearly
three years since LISEA won the
concession and a huge amount of work has
been done since then. We are on schedule
overall to complete on time. I believe
completion by conventional public sector
forms of contract would have taken
another five to 10 years.”

For construction purposes, the line has
been divided into 16 works packages in
seven geographical areas. There are over
500 engineered structures to build
including 19 viaducts, 15 grade separated
junctions and seven cut and cover tunnels.
Biggest of the tunnels is the 1700m long
Veigné braced underpass; largest of the
viaducts is the one over the Dordogne
mentioned earlier. 
COSEA is carrying out much of the work

simultaneously including a truly vast
amount of earthworks to create the bed
level for track, the laying of which is
scheduled to begin in mid 2014. These
earthworks are currently running behind
schedule – four months last winter of rain
every day are being blamed – and extra
staff have been recruited to ensure this
element of work catches up. 
In terms of logistics, there are 29 civil

engineering worksite bases (all to be
dismantled at the end of 2014) and a
further three worksite bases to handle the
railway equipment side (all to be 
converted into permanent facilities at the
contract’s end). 
One factor which has helped endear

locals to the new high speed line has been
the creation of jobs for local people. “We’re
employing about 7500 people at the
present time, of whom over 1500 come
from towns and villages along the course of
the railway,” says Mr Neuschwander. There
is hardly a ‘commune’ on the line between
Tours and Bordeaux where somebody
doesn’t know someone working on the
project. This has helped foster good
relations. Not all the meetings with local
elected officials have run smoothly,
however. French local mayors have a
degree of real power and one in particular,
near Bordeaux, proved a very tough
negotiator. His commune is profiting well,
by all accounts, by SEA Tours-Bordeaux’s
construction.
In terms of direct economic benefits, by

March this year contracts for £1.48M had
been let to meet the line’s construction
needs, of which £520M had been placed
with local companies. This has provided a
substantial and immediate boost to the
economies of the six administrative
departments through which the line
passes. And the fact of the line’s existence
in the south west corner of France will
provide an enduring economic boost,
claims Réseau Ferré de France (RFF),
which owns and maintains the French
railway network. It was RFF which granted

Participants in the £6.8Bn concession

Réseau Ferré de France: Owner of the
French railway network and concession
granter – the concession contract including
the financing, design, construction,
operation and maintenance of the high
speed line for 50 years
LISEA: Concession holder, programme
manager and generator of private finance –
shareholders are Vinci Concessions, CDC
Infrastructure, SOJAS, FININFRA SA, AXA

Infrastructure Investissement, Vinci SA and
AXA UK Infrastructure Investment
COSEA Joint Venture: Responsible for
design and construction of the line. Led by
Vinci Construction, the JV includes Eurovia,
Vinci Energies, BEC, NGE, TSO, Ineo, Inexia,
Arcadis and Egis Rail
MESEA: Operation and maintenance
company. Shareholders Vinci Concessions
(70%) and Inexia (30%).

Construction is well under way on the southern approach structure to the river crossing

This structure carries the new railway as it approaches Bordeaux and meshes with the existing main line
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the SEA Tours-Bordeaux concession to
LISEA. RFF is keen to keep building once
the line to Bordeaux is complete,
southwards to link with Spanish high
speed lines and eastwards to reach
Toulouse. All these
connections will
provide economic
benefit it is claimed.
Meanwhile much is

being done between
Tours and Bordeaux to
limit and ameliorate the impact of the
new line on the environment, which
LISEA and COSEA must protect almost at
any cost. As LISEA states: “This means
avoiding or at least limiting any impact on
the natural environment. When avoidance

or reduction does not allow for sufficient
conservation, the state requires offsetting
measures designed to create or restore the
protected species’ habitats.” 
Both concession holder and contractor

are obliged to take
their responsibilities
seriously and for a
long time. In terms
of offsetting
measures, some
3000ha are being set

aside, including 700ha for the Little
Bustard, a migratory bird threatened with
extinction, and 800ha for the European
mink. LISEA is charged with monitoring
the various sites for the duration of the
concession contract. 

1995: Provisional studies begin, initially for
two distinct projects, one to be built after 
the other as conventional state sponsored
contracts
2005: Decision taken to proceed with the line
built as one project, and let as a concession
2008, beginning of: Prequalification of
interested parties

2008, September: Deposit of initial offers
2009, December: Deposit of final offers
2010, Spring: LISEA designated prospective
concession holder
2010, July: LISEA declared concession winner
2011, 16 June: Concession contract signed
and financial details wrapped up
2011, 30 June: Construction work begins

2017, 30 July: Commercial service on the line
begins

Timeline for the SEA Tours-Bordeaux high speed line

INTERESTING FACT
LISEA lodged its initial offer for the
project, including financial proposals, on
the day Lehman Brothers bank collapsed.

Tours to BordeauxFrance’s expanding high speed rail network

FOOTNOTE: A railway delegation from
Britain visited the SEA Tours-Bordeaux
site recently, according to LISEA
chairman Hervé Tricot who says: “They
were extremely interested in our overall
programme and how quickly we could
build the line”. Mr Tricot was not hopeful
that the British would be able to achieve
– with HS2, for instance – French rates of
progress. “It does not appear that PPP
will be a possibility which is both sad
and strange, given that England led the
way with its private finance initiatives.
Maybe (the lack of PPP) is because
British companies are no longer as
developed as they were.” Would Vinci
respond if called in to help? “Bien sur,
mon ami.”

“Once our contract
was in place, we
had 73 months
only to build the
railway.”  
Xavier Neuschwander
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SEA Tours-Bordeaux rail infrastructure works comprise
construction of over 500 major structures including: 

1. Veigné cut and cover tunnel (1.7km long)
2. Vienne viaduct (345m long)
3. La Folie flyover (2 x 940m length)
4. Villognon ‘leap frog’ (rail crossover)
5. Claix viaduct (at 40m high, the project’s highest)
6. Dordogne viaduct (at 1319m, the project’s longest)
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